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SEND LETTERS TO SLOTS@SKYBOUND.COM

This is Sean, and welcome to the inaugural SLOTS
letters page! Which, for the sake of argument, I am
calling MAIL SLOTS (…unless Dan has something he
prefers.)
This issue features one of my favorite pages of any
comic we’ve published this year. The storytelling in
Stanley’s fight is impeccable. This year I’ve been
searching for a sports comic to publish, and it took
me far too long to realize that we were already going
to publish one. Thanks for reading us!
Hi, Dan here. I'm just gonna chime in a bit to make
sure Sean doesn't ruin this letters page. I guess
MAIL SLOTS works... Fine...
Glowing endorsement! Letters!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Looking forward to issue 2.
Good luck with the book!!
Mason from Iowa
Stanley’s the type of guy I’d be wary of or straight
up avoid in real life, but in fiction, I can safely ride
shotgun with. Dan has more familiarity with guys like
Stanley, but also Dan is A LOT tougher than me.
With a name like Mason and considering everyone
from Iowa is as tough as a high school gym floor, I'm
happy to hear this! Thanks!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
More please.
I’m going to buy all the copies at my local stores and
give them to people to get them hooked.

Just wanted to give my congratulations on the excellent first issue. I’ve been lucky enough to have got a
copy to write a review and I loved it. It’s the exact type
of story I enjoy reading and I’m looking forward to see
if Stanley hits jackpot or goes bust.

Fantastic work.

From,
Abel GC

The best way to get readers is by spending other
people’s money. Thanks, Marc!

Would love to know more about why it qualifies as
“the exact type of story” you enjoy reading. I mean,
I couldn’t agree more. For me, it’s the combination
of unconventional crime story mixed with incredible
art… and sports, apparently.

Marc asked me for $10 to write this letter and so far
I've only paid him $7. How much trouble will we get
in if we print this anyway, Sean?

Sean, let's not dig too deep here, okay? When I hear
the word “exact”, I take it as it is. To me that's the
highest praise we can achieve. Digging for more
info would make Abel rethink his letter entirely.
Thanks, Abel. Pay no attention to Sean.
This is exactly how Robert treats me. You’re pretty
good at this letters thing.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Hey Dan and everyone involved in Slots, writing in to
praise you all for an awesome first issue. I enjoyed the
preview in Image Previews and was double sold by the
Walking Dead 100 homage cover. Nice work!
Anyways, Stanley is such a cool character. I can
already tell I’m going to enjoy reading about him and
his way of life. I’m excited to be excited about another
Image book. Also really enjoy the style of artwork.

Thank you,
Marc Deering
www.inkingissexy.com

US laws don’t govern letters pages. It’s the wild
west.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Hi Dan,
Seeing Slots announced had me very excited and the
first issue did not disappoint. I’m a longtime boxing
fanatic, and the lives of these warriors - champions
and journeymen - once they’ve hung up the gloves has
always intrigued me.
Same here. But I grew up with “Marvelous” Marvin
Hagler posters on my wall because he was from
Brockton, Massachusetts, where my folks grew up.
Also, Rocky Marciano was from there, which is why
Brockton calls itself the “City of Champions.” I think
boxing stories lead to the most compelling sports
stories, not only because of the physicality, but these
athletes’ battles in the ring directly affect their lives
outside of it.

FX aired one season of a boxing show called Lights
Out. It was fantastic, and I definitely recommend
anyone reading this to check it out. Great lead performance by Holt McCallany, who currently stars in
Mindhunter.
Far too often you read about the latest boxer declaring
bankruptcy or going to prison at a time when regular
folk have built up their wealth and are planning for
retirement. Of course there are the guys who never
truly left and keep fighting past their prime (I’m looking
at you, Roy).
Looks like Stan is in the boat with all three…I’m hoping he comes out of it unscathed! Either way, you’ve
got me hooked and I’m sure the upcoming issues will
be a knock out!
All the best,
Edward
Brisbane, Australia
Stanley has his work cut out for him and he's one
lazy bastard – so it's not looking good. He does
seem to have luck on his side lately, so let's hope for
the best. Glad you're digging the book!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Greetings from Downunder Mr Barbarian
Simple. Beautiful. Slick. Grit. That is Slots! Thank you!
I was so pumped when i heard you were doing a creator owned series, and you havnt disappointed! What a
great yarn and cant wait for issue 2.Your art and style
is made for this, keep it coming Dan!
I immediately did some fan art of Stanley minutes after
putting it down, hope ya dig.
Thanks again
Andrew Aird
Perth
Western Australia
@sketch_monkey83

This just about sums up why I enjoy publishing them.
Thanks for your support!
I draw comics but only for myself right now but felt
like it took me a long time to just accept that I draw
the way that I draw and not to try to be anybody else.
That's what makes me like your comic, you do you.
Keep up the good work and I'll keep supporting! Loving the black and white stuff I saw early on too, might
be cool to see it all stripped down.
Anyways, cheers bud.
I'll keep my eyes out for Slots! (Oops, that sounded
dirty.)
I've been hearing some similar jokes lately! I need
to get used to it. Good luck, sir! And thanks for the
kind words!
Scott
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Hey-I read Slots number one when it came out. Yeah, I liked
it. Put it aside for a while. Read it again now number
two’s about due. Glad I did. Real people, could be real
people, people I wouldn’t know, but interesting people.
And all of them given panel time enough to come
across as could be real people. I’m reading Briggs’
Land, Grass Kings, Hillbilly, and Rebels. I’m reading
Squirrel Girl and Usagi, too, but my point is I’ve read
enough comics. Astro City gives me all the super-doer stuff I need. Reread Fell, deeply enjoyed it again.
Ordinary, could be real people, interesting people I
wouldn’t otherwise know; I like that. Like those, Slots
offers good portraits of some interesting people. Yeah,
I liked it. Looks good, lots of close-ups on people’s
expressions. Looking forward to issue two.
thanks for a good solid new comic,
best wishes,
Matt Levin
sigh... "Send it to Stanley;" "Slots' Lots;" "A Pot to
Piss In."

I saw this on
Instagram, too, and
it made my day!
Cheers, Andrew.

Call me crazy, but I like “A Pot to Piss In”. Not as obvious as “Mail Slots” but I’m keeping an open mind!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Okay, that does it for this month. We’ll see you next
month when Stanley deals with some pain and consequences. Happy New Year!

Hey Dan, Congrats.
Everybody should have their own creator owned. That
is the reason I love image. Not until image did I feel
like I could get into stories without having a long term
backstory to be committed to reading. Individualistic
comics and diversity is what makes me the most proud
of today's comics. It's nice to hear you finding yourself
because I see and feel the same way and I'm digging it
more now than I ever have.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-Sean Mackiewicz
@seanmackiewicz
I'm liking “A Pot to Piss In”, too, but I'm a terrible
person. Cheers, everyone. See you next month!
-Dan Panosian
@UrbanBarbarian
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